NOTES:
1. See the Specifications for construction requirements.
2. See the Specifications for painting.
3. Cabinet and cabinet base shall be constructed of 10 gauge steel.
4. The doors shall be raintight and dustproof.
5. Anchor bolts shall be galvanized 1/2" x 12" x 4" and shall be furnished with the cabinet. Anchor bolts shall project a min. 1 1/2" and a max. 2" above foundation.
6. See T.S. 3-12 for Z position door stop details. Two door stops required per cabinet.
7. 1" sleeve (for ground rod) shall be inserted when foundation is poured.
8. For filtered ventilation hole pattern only; see T.S. 3-1, detail "E".
9. Ground rod shall be 5/8" dia. by 10'.
10. In unpaved areas a raised PCC pad 36" x 4" width of foundation, shall be placed in front of the cabinet. Pad shall be set 2" below the foundation elevation. Slope pad away from cabinet. See pad detail on T.S. 2-1.
11. Use grout or mastic to seal gap between cabinet and foundation.